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Why does this industry interest you? 
 
Coffee is such an integral but underappreciated part of our day to day life. Even though it may seem 
like such a minute industry, coffee-related economic activity accounts for 1.6% of the total United 
States GDP, and is only projected to grow. Coffee shops are the fastest growing niche in the 
restaurant industry with an annual growth rate of 7%. Additionally, the coffee industry is constantly 
impacted by global and macro events. For instance, COVID-19 disrupted global supply chains, 
which uniquely impacted the coffee industry due to complex supply chains created by a multitude of 
small players.      Moreover, changing climate trends, such as rising temperatures and negative 
weather events, have a direct impact on coffee production. Even though coffee consumption is 
rising to record highs, coffee stockpiles have dropped to new lows, creating a new conundrum that 
is interesting to analyze.  
 
Revenue Generation 
 
The coffee supply chain is primarily made up of growing, harvesting, hulling, drying and packing, 
bulking, blending, and roasting. Each one of these levels involves intermediaries and methods of 
revenue production. For instance, growers harvest coffee beans that they sell and roasters roast 
beans to a preferred darkness before sending it to exporters. 
 
On a whole, coffee and coffee beans are generally sold on a per unit basis. Coffee farmers and 
roasters often sell beans to wholesalers, distributors, or major coffee shops such as Starbucks or 
Dunkin’ Donuts. Companies such as Starbucks typically purchase the majority of their coffee from 
small farmers, but they sometimes have their own farms. While Starbucks purchases almost 3% of 
the world’s coffee from around 400,000 different farmers, they also have their own Research and 
Development Facility and coffee farm in Costa Rica. However, in-house coffee production is still 
uncommon, and most major companies get their beans from small farmers. 
 
In the past few years, there has also been a rise in a new method of revenue generation for coffee 
producers: subscription services. Retailers such as Trade, Atlas, and MistoBox have implemented 
monthly subscriptions with different roasts and varieties for at-home brewers. However, in the big 
picture, coffee growers grow beans that they sell to harvesters.  
 



 
 
After a coffee seed sprouts, it takes anywhere from four to seven years for a tree to produce its first 
crop. After coffee beans are grown, they must be hand-picked and inspected, which takes several 
months. Intermediaries transport the beans to importers and roasters     . Beans are roasted relatively 
quickly in mass quantities, before they are transported to retailers and consumers.  
 
Major Costs 
 
When we focus primarily on coffee farmers and harvesters, there are a variety of key fixed and 
variable costs that participants face. The parchment is “naturally occurring, papery substance that 
surrounds the coffee bean.” Pounds of parchment is a commonly used measurement for coffee 
production; 1.5 pounds of parchment produces approximately 1 pound of roasted coffee. In total, 
coffee costs approximately $1.40 per pound of parchment to produce. We will be walking through 
the various fixed and variable costs that make up this total amount. 
 
The major fixed costs that comprise this total cost for coffee production are land costs and 
cooperative fees. Land costs include rent, the cost to purchase farmland, and land taxes. Cooperative 
fees, which are becoming increasingly relevant, are a fee that farmers have to pay to join a 
cooperative. Coffee cooperatives are becoming crucial among small farmers and in developing 
countries, and they will be expanded upon when discussing differentiators.  
 
Variable costs for coffee production include basic inputs and labor. Inputs include fertilizers and 
fungicides. In addition, a major component of the labor costs for coffee production is weeding, or 
the process by which farmers ensure that nutrients are not lost from the coffee. Weeding makes up 
the highest labor cost in the coffee production process. Overall, variable costs in developing 
countries total 97 cents per pound of parchment.  
 
After beans are produced for a certain cost, they are generally sold to consumers as a cup of coffee, 
which has its own costs. 



 

 
 
In total, the actual farming, processing, and roasting costs for coffee make up a very minor part of 
the overall cost. For instance, in a $3.15 cup of coffee, the actual coffee cost is only $0.12. However, 
this $0.12 is still integral because coffee production is becoming more and more unstable. 
 
Industry Landscape 
 
80% of coffee production is by small farmers and holders, representing how truly fragmented the 
production and growing industry is. The majority of the production is done by local players, who, 
after production, sell their beans to large corporations.  
 
There are many methods in which companies can differentiate themselves in this industry, and 
geography is one significant factor. Brazil, Colombia, and Vietnam are the three largest coffee 
producing countries by volume, but Brazilian producers are able to produce larger amounts of 
coffee due to a unique geography. Brazil’s specific geography allows coffee to grow on flat ground 
instead of hills, optimizing space. In addition, Brazil has invested in and now has greater 
infrastructure surrounding coffee production. In turn, a single Brazilian plantation can produce 
more coffee than all of a small coffee producing country, such as Panama. A farmer’s geography and 
climate play a major role in the quantity of beans produced, creating a differentiator. 
 
Recently, small farmers are paying fees to join coffee cooperatives to differentiate themselves. A 
coffee cooperative is a group of coffee farmers that cooperate and join together to gain access to 
resources that they couldn’t individually. These farmers pool their money to help each other, similar 



to an organization or worker’s union. These coffee cooperatives are relatively new, and they have the 
potential to disrupt the industry. Coffee farmers in a cooperative are able to differentiate themselves 
through size. They can band together to exert market and price control that they haven’t been able 
to before, creating the potential for increased profits and market power.  
 
Finally, coffee farmers can also differentiate themselves in a straightforward method: product 
quality. Farmers can grow better tasting or higher quality beans, creating a difference in taste. 
Moreover, recently, there has also been a push toward ethically produced beans, which can give 
some farmers an edge. For instance, there have been marketing pushes for “fair trade” coffee, and 
some farmers can potentially differentiate themselves through these labels.  
 
Growth Drivers 
 
Companies, or farmers, grow in this industry simply by becoming more efficient, buying more 
farmland, or joining a cooperative. Farmers can become more efficient through new technology or 
GMOs, which allows them to grow and harvest an increased volume in the same amount of space. 
Farmers can also buy extra farmland, and this allows for extra room for coffee growth. Finally, if 
farmers join a cooperative, they have the ability to have price and market control. In doing so, they 
will realize extra profits and leverage, allowing for growth. 
 
Golden Bean Trade, a large coffee bean farmer in Brazil, continues to grow by purchasing land 
around the area. Gold Bean Trade represents the main method of expansion for larger companies, 
who hope to grow through land and technology purchases. For instance, drones have become 
increasingly popular in coffee farming, allowing farmers to quickly survey crop health, collect key 
data, and spray fertilizers. Far in the future, there has also been growth in lab-grown coffee, which 
could indirectly expand farmable land. Companies that have enough money to purchase emerging 
technologies are able to increase yields through more efficient planting. On the other hand, smaller 
coffee producers grow through cooperatives. Cooperatives act as a fake or inorganic merger of sorts, 
allowing farmers to implement purchasing power larger than their actual size. 
 
Impact Implications 
 
Climate change is central to coffee production since rising temperatures and correlated effects are 
drastically reducing production. In fact, by 2050, climate change is projected to reduce the global 
suitable area for coffee production by 50%. Additionally, due to climate change, there is an increase 
in droughts and pests, which respectively decreases yield and increases plant stress. Changes need to 
be made regarding efficiency and climate change adaptation for the coffee industry to survive.  
 
While climate change continues to negatively impact coffee production, coffee production also 
creates its own environmental harm. Impact is very critical to the entire coffee production industry, 
along every step of the process. In the growing stage of the process, different methods of producing 



coffee beans have varying environmental effects. For instance, a country such as Brazil is able to 
produce high volumes of coffee by creating massive rows of beans, but this method isn’t 
environmentally friendly. Commercial countries such as Brazil depend on high levels of fertilizers 
and pesticides, and high-density farming creates soil degradation.  
 
Coffee stockpiles are reaching all-time lows due to climate change, so production needs to become 
more efficient to meet demand. This is because rising temperatures will reduce the area suitable for 
coffee production by 50% by 2050. Additionally, because the coffee supply chain takes place in so 
many different locations, there is a lot of transportation involved. Coffee is produced in farms 
before being moved to a different location for roasting. Afterwards, coffee is moved to third-parties 
that package the goods for commercial use, before roasted beans are sent to coffee shops/stores. At 
its base, transportation is not environmentally friendly, and figuring out how to consolidate the 
supply chain would reduce total emissions. After considering all steps, including transportation, one 
cup of coffee creates 0.209kg of CO2, and Americans consumer over 400 million cups of coffee 
daily. For instance, if multiple steps in the process were able to take place in the same location, total 
transportation could decrease, decreasing time and transportation-related emissions. 
 
One final major negative impact associated with coffee production is the roasting process. Roasting 
coffee beans traditionally requires the use of natural gas. To become more environmentally friendly, 
coffee roasters will need to move away from natural gas. Even though scale and price make all-
electric solutions limited, Bellwether Roaster, a recent technology, highlights a potential option.  


